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When Miguel Sánchez-Mazas established Theoria in 1952, it could hardly be antici-
pated that the journal would ever achieve the international prominence we have gained 
throughout the last decade. After the inclusion in the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, 
the ERIH ranking, a gradual rise in the SCOPUS classification and even a decent Google 
scholar h-index came. Furthermore, once we joined the Open Journal System and the Di-
rectory of Open Access Journals, visits to our site have increased dramatically and we ex-
pect to expand them with the mirrors we are currently establishing: Dialnet, Redalyc and, 
most significantly, the Phil-Sci Archive, where Theoria is the first journal to be included 
in that collection. We are very grateful to all our partners in this process, and in particular 
to our publisher, the University of the Basque Country, for its unconditional support.
Theoria was established with a long Spanish heading (“Revista de teoría, historia y 
fundamentos de la ciencia”). We have used the English translation for the last decade, al-
though the original name still features in the ISSN. Databases often list both names sepa-
rately. In addition, there are other journals with the same name (Theoria, from Sweden). 
Fortunately, it is easy to disambiguate the reference by mentioning the volume and issue, so 
starting on this issue we will abandon the correlative numeration that featured on the front 
cover. We also encourage our readers, when possible, to use the English heading “An Inter-
national Journal for Theory, History and Foundations of Science”.
We hope all these changes will contribute to make of Theoria - An International 
Journal for Theory, History and Foundations of Science an even more visible journal.
The editors
